(R7) 19:10 GALWAY, 2m 6f 111y
Kenny Developments Handicap Chase (0-116) (Class ) (4YO plus)

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR
1 442-070 AASLEAGH DAWN b m Milan - Asisleigh Lady 7 12 - 0p J M Moore G P Cromptwell 116

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, light green star, light green sleeves, royal blue stars, light green cap, royal blue stars
Timeform says: Fifteen runs since last win in 2018. Tenth of 12 in handicap chase (18/1) at Tamarace (21.4f, good) 22 days ago, failed off some way out. Something to prove on the back of that. (Forecast 26.00)

2 0-637F1 CRAZYWORK DE VASSY (FR) 18 ch g Scorpion - Shull Sharp 8 12 - 0b D J O'Keeffe M J McDonagh 116

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white disc & sleeves, yellow & red striped cap
Timeform says: One win from 21 NH runs. 9/2, respectable fifth of 14 in novice chase at Kilbeggan (21.8f, soft) 17 days ago. Entitled to hold more chance now handicapping in this sphere. (Forecast 3.75)

3 34-F335 SUMMER HILL 17 BF b g Scorpion - Shull Sharp 7 12 - 0 H Morgan (7) J P Ryan 116

Jockey Colours: Maroon, pink sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: One win from 21 NH runs. 9/2, respectable fifth of 14 in novice chase at Kilbeggan (21.8f, soft) 17 days ago. Entitled to hold more chance now handicapping in this sphere. (Forecast 3.75)

4 2U4867/ COEUR JOYEUX 620 D ch g Beneficial - Hayabusa 9 11 - 13 M P Walsh J P Dempsey 115

Jockey Colours: Emerald green & orange hooped. white cap
Timeform says: 12/1, respectable seventh of 16 in handicap chase at Limerick (19.7f) when last seen in December 2018. Subsequent absence is a worry and the market may prove the best guide. (Forecast 15.00)

5 5151PP- THREE IS COMPANY 187 b g Mahler - Hold A Moonbeam 6 11 - 13p1 D Meyer Denis Hogan 115

Jockey Colours: Orange, brown seams, emerald green & yellow quartered cap
Timeform says: Dual chase winner but pulled up on each of his last 2 starts upon joining present stable back in the spring. However, break may well have perked him up. Cheekpieces replace blinkers. (Forecast 11.00)

6 62-F122 IN YOUR SHADOW 19 g g Stowaway - Classic Lin 6 11 - 11t S W Flanagan N Meade 113

Jockey Colours: Maroon, white star & amulet, maroon cap, white star
Timeform says: Promising sort. Good second of 9 in handicap hurdle at Sligo (24f, good, 5/2) 18 days ago. Switches from hurdles to chase. Makes handicap chase debut. Looks competitive on form. (Forecast 4.60)

7 P6859-6 SUNRISE LADY 62 b m Scorpion - Dawn Native 8 11 - 2 R A Doyle (3) C O'Dwyer 104

Jockey Colours: Maroon, light blue star, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light blue cap, maroon star
Timeform says: 25/1, bit below form sixth of 14 in novice chase at Killarney (20.8f, good to soft) 62 days ago. This more suitable but she's been operating below her best for some time. (Forecast 17.00)

Notes:
- Timeform views: CRAZYWORK DE VASSY is thriving at present, gaining ample compensation for his Kilbeggan spill when bolting up at Killarney 18 days ago. He's expected to make a bold bid to defy a 10 lb rise in the weights, with In Your Shadow and Summer Hill next best, in that order.
- Timeform 1-2-3: 1: CRAZYWORK DE VASSY (2) 2: IN YOUR SHADOW (6) 3: SUMMER HILL (3)